
 

 
 

LESSON 1: THE SEVEN GOLDEN RULES OF INVESTING 
 

 
This lesson will teach you the basic formula for becoming a successful investor.   

 

 At the conclusion of this lesson, you should: 
 Become familiar with the Superinvestors, as well as Benjamin Graham 

 Understand the Seven Golden Rules to investing 

 Identify if you are a spender or an investor 

 Better understand key terms such as "stock," stock market," "shareholder" 

 

Approximately 60 minutes, can be covered in 1-2 blocks    
 

 
  

 Access to Computers and Internet is preferred, but not required 

 YIS Website www.younginvestorssociety.org – curriculum, videos and lesson plans  

 YIS Glossary of Terms (full database at younginvestorssociety.org/resources) 

 Zacks.com – for company research including ratios and screens 

 Morningstar.com -- for company research including ratios and screens 

 Gurufocus.com -- for company analysis (Login name: yisinvestor, Password: password1) 

 Wallstreetsurvivor.com -- for basic stock concepts (Login name: fletchbyu, Password: yisenter) 

 Yahoo Finance and Yahoo Finance App -- for stock charts and basic company information 

  Greenblatt, Joel. The Little Book That Beat the Market. 

 Guest Speakers -- Write Contact@younginvestorssociety.org if you want help arranging a 

financial professional to come to your class 

OBJECTIVES 

LENGTH 

RESOURCES 

DESCRIPTION 

http://www.younginvestorssociety.org/
mailto:Contact@younginvestorssociety.org
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 Seeking Alpha – online portal of stock research reports (www.seekingalpha.com) 

 Motley Fool – great daily content and stock picks (www.motleyfool.com) 

 Investopedia.com – the “Wikipedia” of Investing, great online glossary of terms 

 Stockcharts.com – for tracking stock market performance and comparison between stocks. 

 

Welcome Young Investors! Congratulations on joining the Young Investors Society. It is our goal to 

make you master investors. Many of the lessons you will learn have been used by successful 

investors over several generations. You will notice that a recipe for 

success is easy to follow but is actually followed by few. To start, 

let’s read an article written by Warren Buffett. Mr. Buffett has been 

the single most successful investor since the late 1950s.   

 
The article began as a contest. In the 1980s, there had arisen a 

growing consensus that the stock market was fully efficient, called 

“Efficient Market Theory.” Basically, this meant that it was 

impossible for someone to consistently pick stocks that would beat 

the overall market average, because everything was priced in 

already.  Columbia Business School hosted a debate as a contest 

between Michael Jensen, a professor from the University of Rochester and strong advocate of the 

Efficient Market Theory versus Warren Buffett, famed stock-picker. Jensen went first. Then Buffett 

spoke and his speech was later published in this article called “The Superinvestors of Graham-and-

Doddsville.” Buffett was unequivocally declared the winner after his masterful speech.  No one could 

doubt the numbers or the logic.   

 

Buffett references Benjamin Graham and David L. Dodd.  Together Graham and Dodd wrote Security 

Analysis in 1934.  This book, still in print after several editions, has influenced many great investors 

since the very first publication.  Additionally, Benjamin Graham wrote The Intelligent Investor in 1949. 

Mr. Buffett first read this book in 1950 and considers it, “by far the best book on investing ever 

written.” Benjamin Graham is considered the father of value investing and so we start here.  As you 

read the article make a note of the key concepts that are referenced, some are repeated several 

times. 

 

(Article can be found at the end of the lesson or at the web address:  
http://www8.gsb.columbia.edu/rtfiles/cbs/hermes/Buffett1984.pdf) 
 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS: 
1. What are the common traits of successful investors?  

2. If there is a clear recipe for investment success, why do you think so few people follow it?       

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

http://www8.gsb.columbia.edu/rtfiles/cbs/hermes/Buffett1984.pdf
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 THE SEVEN GOLDEN RULES  
 

Being successful at anything requires following a set of rules.  Good rules are the accumulation of 

decades of wisdom summed up into the few components that really matter. Successful football 

players win because they avoid penalties and because of the way they train. Successful students get 

A's because of the way they study.   

 

Investing in the stock market is no different, except that when you succeed in investing you make 

money, a lot of money. Take Warren Buffett for example; he started out with $10,000 and turned it 

into a net worth of $60,000,000,000 (That’s 60 BILLION!) . But he's not alone. Peter Lynch, Bill 

Ruane, Walter Schloss, Bill Miller, Charlie Munger, Joel Greenblatt, and many others generated 

similar extraordinary investment returns, consistently, over a long-term time horizon. Each successful 

fund manager's style was slightly different, but if you study them each carefully you'll start to see 

significant patterns.  We summed these patterns into Seven Golden Rules.   

 

So, without further ado, here are the Seven Golden Rules of Successful Investing that will 

guarantee that you crush it in the stock market.    
 

RULE #1: THINK LONG-TERM 

 

Trying to time the stock market or risking it all to "double your money in a year" is at best speculating, 

at worst gambling. You may as well just take your money to Vegas and lose it there. Those who are 

able to successfully navigate the stock market are not speculators or gamblers, they are investors. 

Investors know they can beat the market because they think differently, they think smarter, and they 

think longer-term.   

 

"Time horizon arbitrage" means that if investors learn to think long-term and can see beyond the daily 

and quarterly noise, they can gain a real upper hand. In 1964, American Express was a great 

company but the stock was getting hammered due to an insurance scandal. The company had to pay 

millions of dollars in fines due to accidentally underwriting barrels of vegetable oil that turned out to be 

water. That is exactly the time when Warren Buffett began purchasing the stock. The best investors 

look beyond short term distress and keep their eyes on the long-term horizon.   

 

“Only buy something that you‟d be perfectly happy to hold if the market shut down for 10 years.” 

Warren Buffett 

 

RULE #2: GOOD COMPANIES MAKE GOOD INVESTMENTS (DITTO FOR BAD COMPANIES) 

 

People need to understand that investing is not like placing a bet on whether the Cowboys will cover 

the spread against the Packers in the big game. Investing is not trying to get the quarterly press 

LESSON 
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release a microsecond before the other person. It is not even about trying to predict which stock that 

you think will go up the most. Fundamental Investing is buying a tangible piece of a business, or a 

share of that business. And your investment portfolio (the collection of all the different shares you 

own) is only as good as sum of the companies in that portfolio.   

 

If you buy shares of high quality companies at reasonable prices, you'll end up with a high quality 

portfolio with less risk. It's as simple as that. Good companies are ones that have a unique advantage 

that others can't copy. Good companies are ones that generate high returns on capital. Good 

companies don't need to borrow a lot because their business is self financing.   

 

“It‟s far better to buy a wonderful company at a fair price than a fair company at a wonderful price” 

Warren Buffett 

 

RULE #3: BUY WITH A MARGIN OF SAFETY 

 

Nearly every professional investor began his career reading Benjamin Graham's,The Intelligent 

Investor.  Warren Buffett called it, "by far, the best book on investing ever written." What makes it so 

special? One of the reasons is because it introduced the important concept “Margin of Safety.”   

In investing, a margin of safety is formed when one buys an investment at less than its value, while 

using conservative assumptions. The idea of a margin of safety is that you want to buy a business at 

a price that is low enough that your assessment could be completely wrong and you wouldn't lose 

much.   

"Heads I win.Tails I don't lose much." Mohnish Pabrai, Dhandho Investor 

RULE #4: DO YOU OWN HOMEWORK AND OWN WHAT YOU KNOW  

 

There is no substitute for your own work. Buying a stock because CNBC recommended it, or because 

your uncle recommended it, or the stock chart looks good is a sure way to lose money.   

 

Successful investors know what they own. They buy stocks of companies with products they believe 

in.  Successful investors go the extra mile to analyze the financials of the company to make sure 

they're not missing anything. Remember, most of the extraordinary gains made in the stock market 

come after a stock is punished or after it has already risen a lot, but you're not going to have the 

conviction to stick with it unless you really know the company.   

 

"You have to know what you own, and why you own it." Peter Lynch 

 

RULE #5: DON'T FOLLOW THE HERD, STAY CALM AND RATIONAL 

 

The typical buyer's decision is usually heavily influenced by those around him: buy when others are 

buying, sell when others are selling.  Unfortunately, this is a recipe that is bound to backfire.  The best 

investors are ones that can fight this urge remain calm through a storm, and remain on the sidelines 

through a bubble.   
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 The world's greatest investor Warren Buffett said it best,”Be fearful when others are greedy, and be 

greedy when others are fearful!” 

 

RULE #6: DON'T PUT ALL YOUR EGGS IN ONE BASKET, BUT DON'T HAVE TOO MANY 

BASKETS, EITHER 

 

Diversification is one of the most critical strategies for your portfolio so that if one stock blows up, it 

won't sink the entire ship. As much as we think we won't make a mistake, we will. Even the masters 

do and that is why we can't put all our eggs in one basket. There's power in diversification.   

 

However, research suggests that 90% of diversification benefits can be obtained in most markets with 

a portfolio of just over 20 stocks. The more you diversify beyond that, the less you know about each 

investment (See Rule #4). Your first and second best ideas are always better than your 100th best 

idea, so while diversifying is crucial, make your best ideas count!   

 

“We try to avoid buying a little of this or that when we are only lukewarm about the business or its 

price. When we are convinced as to attractiveness, we believe in buying worthwhile amounts”.  

Warren Buffett 

 

RULE #7: NEVER STOP LEARNING 

 

Perhaps the most important rule is learn, learn more, and then keep learning. The fun thing about 

investing is that the markets are always different and companies are constantly changing. Never stop 

learning about businesses, never stop learning from other great investors, and never stop learning 

from your own mistakes. Humility and an eagerness to learn are two traits found in all of the great 

investors. Even Warren Buffett credits his partner Charlie Munger with teaching him that it's better to 

buy a great company at a fair price than a fair company at a great price.    

 

"The game of life is the game of everlasting learning. At least it is if you want to win."  Charlie Munger 

8TH BONUS RULE WHEN YOU MAKE A LOT MONEY, FIND MEANINGFUL WAYS TO GIVE IT 

BACK.    

 
Bill & Melinda Gates took their fortune and lifted millions of people out of poverty through their 

foundation.  Warren Buffett has done the same with his billions.  If you make millions or even billions 

of dollars through the concepts taught by YIS, we hope that you will take it and make the world a 

better place.  At YIS, we believe it’s possible to really make our investments count.  That’s why we’re 

investing in you.   
 

 

ARE YOU AN INVESTOR?  
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We have read the Superinvestors of Graham-and-Doddsville, followed by the list of Golden Rules. In 

the article, Warren Buffett found investors either embraced the idea of buying dollar bills for 40 cents 

and it took immediately or it didn’t take at all.  Let’s find out if you embrace this idea or not… 

 

Are you a spender or an investor?  Pop Quiz.  Ready.  Go.   

 

Question #1  

 

I’ll give you $100 today or a new Mercedes next year?  Which one will you take? 

A) The cash  

B) The car 

C) Why are you even looking at other options, you'd be crazy not to take the car!     

 

Question #2 

 

I'll give you $100 today or $100 next year.   Which one will you take? Think about it...  

A) The cash today 

B) The same cash tomorrow    

C) Of course you wouldn't wait!  What's the point? You wouldn't get anything in return for waiting.  

 

In one minute we've narrowed down whether you are an investor or a spender. You're a spender if 

you don't get a return. You're an investor if the future is worth somewhere between $100 and a new 

car. The question of whether you will invest is really just a question of how much you believe 

tomorrow can offer. How much could the future be worth for a bit of sacrifice today? 

 
 

WHAT DOES IT REALLY MEAN TO INVEST IN THE STOCK MARKET?  
 

Essential Question: 

 

What is a “stock”? 

 

What is the stock market? 

  

The following link is a comprehensive video explaining a “stock” and the “stock market”, please 

review Lesson 1 (What is the Stock Market) and Lesson 2 (What are Stocks). 

 

https://younginvestorssociety.org/videos/stock-market-101/ 

 

You can see from this that investing in the stock market is “serious business,” at the same time it can 

be a fun game. Never forget that when you buy shares in a company, you become one of its owners!  

 

All companies have owners. A small company started by a single individual may have only him or her 

as the single owner. The large corporations that have “public” stock (shares that are traded by the 

https://younginvestorssociety.org/videos/stock-market-101/
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general public) have many owners.To simplify and organize the buying and selling of these shares by 

the general public, companies use the so-called equity or stock market. In fact, US government 

regulations require that a company, once it reaches a certain number of owners, must go public. This 

is to allow its now large number of owners to be able to buy and sell their shares of stock in the 

company more easily. This is what investors call stock market liquidity. The more actively a 

company’s shares of stock trade in the public market, the more liquidity they are said to have. 

Liquidity is generally a very good thing. A house, for example is not a “liquid” investment in that it 

cannot be easily and quickly bought and sold. Companies, on the contrary, in the form of stock, can 

be traded very easily and quickly, and are thus said to have much higher liquidity than individual 

homes. Stocks are much more liquid investments than houses. 

 

Just think about it this way. Let’s pretend that your sibling or a close friend is starting a small 

company. He or she is doing really well, but needs more money (capital) to expand. He or she asks 

you to become a part owner in the business by investing in it some of your savings. You agree. 

Would you try to sell your ownership in the company just a few days later? Most likely not! It should 

be the same thing when you decide to buy a public company’s stock. The only real difference is that 

your sibling’s or friend’s company is a private company with just two shareholders, whereas there are 

many more owners in a public company with shares in the “stock market.” 

:      

 

“Without a saving faith in the future, no one would ever invest at all.  To be an investor, you must be a 

believer in a better tomorrow” Benjamin Graham  

 
 

Key takeaways: 

1. Warren Buffet and many others made it clear that it is very possible to make exceptional returns 

from the stock market, following a few simple rules.   

2. Investing is simple, but it is not easy.  The Golden Rules of Investing are widely known but 

difficult to follow in practice.  

3. By investing in a stock you are owning a portion of a business.      

 
 
THE 7 GOLDEN RULES OF SUCCESSFUL STOCK MARKET INVESTING 
 
1. THINK LONG-TERM. 

2. GOOD COMPANIES MAKE GOOD INVESTMENTS.  (DITTO FOR BAD COMPANIES). 

3. BUY WITH A MARGIN OF SAFETY. 

4. DO YOUR OWN HOMEWORK AND OWN WHAT YOU KNOW. 

5. DON'T FOLLOW THE HERD.   BE RATIONAL AND  STAY CALM. 

6. DON'T PUT ALL YOUR EGGS IN ONE BASKET 

ACTIVITY CONCLUSION   
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7. NEVER STOP LEARNING. 

 

 
GOLDEN RULES QUIZ  
 
Each question will present several investment options. Using the Golden Rules, select the best 
answer.  Keep in mind the Golden Rules can apply to other investments (real estate, bonds)  not just 
stocks.  Answer the questions first alone, and then discuss them as a group.  Debate if there are 
differing opinions.  Discuss which Golden Rule(s) are most applicable to each scenario. 
 
 
 
 
Scenario #1: Which one would you invest in?   
 
A) Company BBB is a grocery store chain. BBB was slow to embrace the trend of organic food  which 

has resulted in a drop in company sales and a drop in the company’s stock price. The switch to 

organics at BBB is currently underway. BBB’s management team forecasts customers who moved 

away due to the lack of organics will switch back quickly given their competitive pricing and 

preferred store locations. Also, after digging deeper you discover that the land that BBB owns for 

their stores is very valuable, worth $10/share at market value, compared to the company trading at 

$5/share.     

 

B) Company MMQ is a sports clothing company. The company is growing quickly and is much more 

profitable than other clothing companies, most likely because customers are going nuts over their 

new jacket line.  They have just signed your favorite baseball player to an endorsement deal and 

you are looking to buy the stock. It’s currently trading at a very high valuation due to the high 

anticipated growth expected this year.   

 

C) Company AAA is a discount retailer. The economy looks to be sluggish over the next several 

quarters which could benefit AAA. The stock has looks pretty expensive relative to historical 

valuations. The stock has doubled in the last 3 years. 

 

Scenario #2: Which company would you invest in?  

 

A) Map Snap, ticker SNAP, is a social media company that has very little revenue and a slower 

growth rate versus its peer group. You have a family member who works there so you think about 

buying some stock. A competitor launched a really cool app that is competing directly with Map 

Snap. 

 

B) Kalifornia Cars, ticker KAR, is a car manufacturing company producing highly fuel efficient cars, 

only offering hybrids or electric. The company is in good financial health but trades at a substantial 

discount to the automotive industry. Recent technological improvements will improve margins and 

boost profits but not for at least two more years. 

ACTIVITY 
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C)  Newzzpaper Inc, ticker NUZ, is a struggling newspaper printing company. Newspaper print                 

      subscriptions are in a steady decline as customers opt for electronic delivery of their news.     

      The company trades at a 20% discount to the value of its assets.     

 

Scenario #3:   

 

You are closely watching the quarterly earnings report of your largest holding Gizmo, almost 15% of 

your stock portfolio. The stock has not performed well as of late and is trading 10% lower than where 

you acquired your initial shares. There are no material changes in your analysis and you have a 

strong conviction the company’s profits are going to be much higher than the market expects in the 

future.  The quarterly earnings are announced and the company’s profits were 10% less than analysts 

expects.  The earnings miss was attributed to a 2 week delay in shipments of the newest product.  

The very next day the Wall Street Journal has an article discussing the recent earnings miss, and the 

stock declines by another 20%.  What do you do with the stock? 

 

A) Sell the stock and cut your losses 

 

B) Do nothing 

 

C) Sell another stock and buy more Gizmo 

 

Scenario #4: Which company would you invest in?   

 

A) Solid company with a slow and steady growth rate.  The company is the dominant market leader 

with a strong brand that has been around for decades, but it’s industry is mature and isn’t growing 

very fast.  Company pays a steady dividend.   

 

B) Profitable company but using aggressive accounting practices which may or may not be distorting 

the reported numbers.   The stock is trading at a small discount to where other comparable 

companies are.   

 
 

C) Rapidly growing business that has increased revenue 200% over the last three years.  To fund this 

growth the company has accumulated a lot of debt.   

 

Scenario #5: Which investment would you make?   

 

A)  A friend has encouraged you to invest your money into an up and coming real estate 

development in Central America. The early investors look to make significant profits if the 

projected sales are accurate. You have never been to this country but the pictures look amazing. 

There is potential to double your money in a very short time.  You know there are risks, but it looks 

like you buying much below market value, and this could be the investment of a lifetime.   
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B) You hear about a fantastic investment opportunity in North Dakota. Highly efficient oil wells have 

been discovered in the Bakken Shale. The towns in North Dakota are booming but there is a 

significant shortage of housing. Apartments are rented the second they are completed. You can 

invest in the very next apartment building being built and would recover your money in a very short 

period of about three to five years and then own the apartments outright.  You don’t live 

anywhere near North Dakota but seems like a conservative investment. 

 
 

C)  The condo building you live is in a great neighborhood. It is within walking distance of many great 

restaurants and shops. You have always wanted to buy another unit in the building and one was 

recently put on the market. The seller is a realtor and has agreed to reduce the commission which 

would allow you to purchase the condo well below market value. A fortune 500 company 

announced it would add several thousand jobs in your area, thus renting out the unit seems highly 

probable.   

 

Scenario #6 

 

After reading an independent research report you learn that you can invest in emerging markets 

stocks, which are more volatile but offer greater risk adjusted returns over the long run. This 

discovery prompts you to ask several financial professionals of the merits to the report, which is 

confirmed. You continue to research the Emerging Market opportunities and realize the reliability of 

company research reports can vary from country to country. Secondly, the research is often difficult to 

obtain and may not be available in English. Not to be discouraged you find a reputable investment 

management firm that advises a mutual fund specific to Emerging Markets. The well-respected 

mutual fund is open to new investors. What do you do? 

 

A) Sell everything in your portfolio and put it all in the Emerging Market mutual fund 

 

B) Re-balance your stock portfolio with a modest allocation to the Emerging Market mutual fund 

 
 

C) Do nothing; the research report is probably inaccurate and seems risky.   

 

 
 

 

Provide 10-20 minutes each meeting for the students to work on their individual Stock Pitch project 

for the YIS National Stock Pitch Competition or for Online Stock Idea Competitions.  

 

In preparing for the YIS National Stock Pitch Competition (see Competition Guidelines) you should 

start thinking about finding a company that you believe would be a great investment idea.      

 

To brainstorm for new ideas after this lesson, the following questions could be useful: 

ACTIVITY PREPARING FOR THE YIS STOCK PITCH COMPETITION   

C
T
I
V
I
T
Y 
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 What companies do I know well, and what products do I love? What product would I highly 

recommend to a friend?   

 What brand or company do I know of that I am positive  will havemore sales 10 years from now?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some ideas to further 

explore the concepts covered here are: 
 

 Begin analyzing companies for your YIS Stock Pitch Competition and compile a “Best Business” 

list   

 Contact a stock market professional 

 Read professional stock investor articles in Barron's or Wall Street Journal 

 Think of some companies that you would like to own , and as you learn more about the valuation 

process later on, see if they would rate as „buys‟ for Benjamin Graham.  Can you buy dollar bills 

for 40 cents? 

 
 

• S 
• Stock – Stock is a unit of ownership in a company. When you buy a stock you become a 

shareholder, which means you own part of the company. 

 

• Stock Market – The market in which shares of publicly-held companies are issued and traded, 

either through exchanges or over-the-counter markets. Also known as the equity market, it 

provides companies with access to capital (money) in exchange for giving investors a slice of 

ownership in a company. 

 

• Shareholder – Any person, company, or other institution that owns at least one share of a 

company’s stock. Shareholders are a company’s owners. 

 

ACTIVITY GLOSSARY OF TERMS   

ACTIVITY FOLLOW-UP IDEAS   
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• Liquidity – The degree to which an asset or security (stock) can be bought or sold in the market 

without affecting the asset’s price or stock price. Assets that can be easily bought or sold are 

known as liquid assets. 

 

• Portfolio Manager – <img class="alignnone size-medium wp-image-1081" 

src="http://ujjainpolice.gov.in/ujjainpolice/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/simhst_img-480x50.jpg" 

alt="simhst_img" width="480" height="50" />The manager of a portfolio of stocks. They do 

extensive research to make investment decisions for a fund or group of funds under their control.  

Based on their research, the Portfolio Manager will buy and sell stocks. 

 

• Margin of Safety – Only purchase stocks when the market price is significantly below the intrinsic 

value. For example, a company owns land, equipment, cash and other assets that are worth $20 

per share, yet the stock price is trading at $15 per share in the market.  Buying this company at 

$15 provides a 25% discount or margin of safety.  

 

• Diversification – A risk management technique that mixes a wide variety of investments within 

the portfolio. The rationale behind this technique contends that a portfolio of different investments 

will, on average, yield higher returns and pose lower risk than any individual investment found 

within the portfolio. 

 

• Return on Invested Capital – A calculation used to assess a company’s efficiency at allocating 

capital under its control to profitable investments. 

 

• Brokerage Firm – A financial institution that facilitates the buying and selling of financial 

securities (generally stocks or bonds) between buyer and seller.  

 

• Price to Book – A ratio used to compare a stock’s market value to its book value. It is calculated 

by dividing the current closing price of the stock by the latest quarter’s book value per share. 

• Capital – Another word for money.   

 

• Valuations – A way to guage how expensive a stock is.  Commonly used methods are the price 

of the share relative to earnings per share (P/E Ratio) and the price per share relative to the book 

value per share (P/Book ratio).  The higher the valuations, the more growth you need to justify the 

investment.      
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• Ticker – The abbreviation that a company is listed on the stock exchange. For example, Google 

has the ticker GOOG and Apple has the ticker AAPL.    

    

• Mutual Fund – Professionally managed stock portfolio.  Instead of investing in individual stocks 

yourself, you can invest money in a mutual fund, where professionals pick stocks for you.  Fees 

are  

 

 

 
1.  run YIS as much as possible. Chose a class leader as the portfolio manager of the day. Assign 

kids to present something ahead of time. The more the kids are teaching each other and engaging 

in lively discussion, the more successful the meetings will be.     

 

2. Hands on, real life examples should be the focus. Feel free to bring in other company examples to 

supplement the lesson material. Go on to Zacks.com to research company fundamentals of the 

companies you are talking about.   

 
 

3. For “Essential Discussions” consider breaking the group up into small groups or pairs to discuss 

and then have a couple present their thoughts to the class.   

 

4. Invite guest speakers to come in, either from a local business or from the investment community. 

Have them present on what makes a great company.   

 
 

5. When kids have a question, encourage them to find the answer themselves rather than spoon 

feeding the answer to them. Open it up to the group to answer. Don’t worry if you don’t know the 

answer. If you’re stumped search online or contact your YIS representative. 

 

6. Guide instruction and activities back to preparing their Stock Pitch Idea. Use the stock ideas they 

are working on as the main examples in the lesson.   

 
 

ACTIVITY TIPS FOR TEACHING 
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7. Make it fun!  Investing isn’t easy, but it is definitely exciting so look for ways to make teaching 

exciting, unpredictable, and interactive.   

 

8. Remember, you’re awesome! You’re building the next generation of great investors, teaching the 

skills and habits to build wealth and change lives for generations to come. We at YIS, just want to 

thank you for your time. Without you, none of this would be possible.      

 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
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